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Separable Representations for Automorphism Groups 
of Infinite Symmetric Spaces 
Douc; PICKRELL 
In this paper we consider the separable unitary representations for the 
automorphism groups of the classical infinite rank (Finsterf symmetric spaces 
defined by Schatten p-classes (often referred to as restricted groups). Following 
earher work of Ol’shanskii and Voiculescu, it is shown that the spherical represcn- 
tations are always type I, the form of the irreducible spherical functions is deter- 
mined, and their analyticity established. LJsing an intuitive geometrrc argument, It 
is shown that the real spherical functions extend to the Hilbert-Schmidt limit and 
never beyond. This yields a complete determination of the separable representations 
for groups corresponding to p-classes with p > 2. (’ 1990 Acadcmlc Press. Inc. 
1. I~ITRCIDUCTWN 
Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, U(H), the Lie group 
of unitary operators of the form 1 tcompact operator. Kirillov and 
Ol’shanskii, following earlier work by I. Segal, proved the following sur- 
prising facts: any (strong operator continuous unitary) representation for 
uw, is a direct sum of irreducible components, and the irreducible 
representations can all be obtained by decomposing the mixed tensor 
algebra of H [K, 01, Se]. The crucial factor is the metric topology-in the 
operator norm, which is translation invariant-the diameter of U(H), is 
finite. Hence we can obtain uniform estimates over the entire group, despite 
the infinite dimensionality of U(H), (if the ideal of compact operators is 
replaced by a Schatten p-class with p < X, then the analogously defined 
group U(H), is not type I [Bo, SV]; on the other hand, the above results 
hold true for the full group U(H), provided we consider only separable 
representations (see Section 5 below)). 
While the above results about U(H), are striking, it is perhaps fair to 
say that they have not played a large role in shaping investigations into 
other infinite dimensional groups (such as gauge or diffeomorphism 
groups). 
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One purpose of this paper is to prove an extension of the above results 
suggested by recent speculation on gauge groups. Suppose H = H , @H . 
where H, and H are infinite dimensional. The (identity component of) 
the restricted unitary group U,,, consists of all unitary operators of the 
form g = (f 2) with h (and hence c’) in the Schatten p-class and u (and hence 
d) of Fredholm index zero. The topology is given by the operator norm on 
the diagonal and the p-norm on the off-diagonal (c’,,,, is then a Lie group). 
Our extension is this: for 2 < p < 3~ the above results hold for the 
separable representations of UC,,, (this was proven in [ P23 when p = Y, : we 
should add that in the range 2 < p < ‘x. all representations for I’,,,, are 
ordinary, i.e., nonprojective). 
To relate this to gauge theory, suppose X is an odd ti-dimensional com- 
pact spin manifold, H is the space of spinors with values in a representa- 
tion space for the compact (gauge) group G, and H + is the subspace 
corresponding to the nonnegative part of the spectrum for the Dirac 
operator. In this context there is an inclusion of the group of gauge 
transformations 
Map(X, Cl,, + Cj’,,,, (1.1) 
provided p 3 d + 1. One consequence of our result is that nonlocal 
representations for gauge transformations cannot be obtained via this 
inclusion if d> 1 (unlike the case (I= 1; see [PSI). This complements 
recent geometric arguments for the viewpoint that the appropriate 
quantum gauge symmetry group is a noncentral extension of Map(X, G) 
[S2, S3, MR, M]. 
This result is negative in character ~-it says you cannot construct non- 
local representations by mapping into U(,, (4 > 2). On the other hand, we 
should hasten to point out that many known nonlocal irreducible represen- 
tations can be realized by the procedure: ( 1) map the relevant gauge or dif- 
feomorphism group into the group of motions for some infinite symmetric 
space (the analogue of the restricted unitary group UC,>, with p= 2). (2) 
construct a representation of this motion group, and (3) restrict the 
representation. 
Frenkel and Segal used this method to realize many of the positive 
energy representations of loop groups [Fr, Sl, PSI. The only known non- 
local irreducible representations for Map(X, G) (dim n(X) > 1 ), the Gelfand 
representations, are obtained by mapping into the group of motions for flat 
space, O(H) D( H, where H is a real Hilbert space [G]. A third example is 
the work of Neretin, who constructed representations of Diff S’ by 
mapping into the restricted group associated to the symmetric pair 
(GU=, R), of= 1) WI. 
In this respect the good news is that our results add credibility to the 
conjecture that the separable irreducible representations for all restricted 
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groups can be classified. This is especially so for the class of spherical 
representations. The key here is that we can link the theory of representa- 
tions for restricted groups to earlier fundamental works of Ol’shanskii and 
Voiculescu [0, V]. 
We now describe the plan of the paper. In Section 2 we consider the 
class of spherical representations for a classical infinite symmetric pair 
(G(a), K( ~‘0). By modifying a standard finite dimensional argument, we 
show that every spherical representation is uniquely decomposable as a 
direct integral of irreducible’ spherical representations. In this regard we 
basically follow Ol’shanskii in [Ol]. We also observe that there is a 
Cartan product type operation on the moduli space of irreducible spherical 
representations. Important examples of spherical representations (such as 
the metaplectic (or spin) representation tensored with its dual) are given at 
the end of the section. In particular, we consider realizations of representa- 
tions recently studied by Nessonov [Ne]. 
In Section 3 we consider spherical functions for (G( XI), K(x)). The 
key fact is that a spherical function is irreducible precisely when it is a 
product in the radial variables for the symmetric space. This was observed 
by Voiculescu in [V] for the case ( U( x ) x U( ‘Y; ). U( x )) (and by 
Nessonov in the dual case). This is crucial for all later developments, 
and it leads to an interesting maze of relations among the moduli spaces 
for the various symmetric pairs. In particular, this shows that for the 
classification problem there are two universal cases: (c’( XI), 0( nj)) and 
(GL( 3i, R), 0(x8)) for compact and noncompact types, respectively. 
In Section 4 we show that all irreducible spherical functions are analytic. 
The argument presented was shown to me by Ol’shanskii. 
Section 5 discusses restricted groups associated to infinite symmetric 
pairs (G( #x ), K( y-1 )). or automorphism groups of infinite (Finsler) sym- 
metric spaces. A restricted group is not simply a completion of G( x ) in a 
certain norm-it is an extension of the closure of G( r; ) by a group similar 
to U(H)IU(H) I (this is crucial in the aforementioned developments, for 
the image of the map (1.1) intersects G(r; ) ( = o’(2~~)) trivially). It is thus 
an important and nontrivial fact that separable representations for restric- 
ted groups are completely determined by their restrictions to G(Y,). This 
links the restricted and classical groups. 
In Section 6 we consider the continuity of spherical representations. The 
state of affairs is roughly this: a nontrivial spherical representation extends 
uniquely to the trace class restricted group always, to the Hilbert-Schmidt 
restricted group provided G( 1 )/K( 1) is irreducible, and never beyond. 
In Section 7 we prove our extension of Kirillov’s result. 
Finally, there is an Appendix which describes the compact type classical 
pairs, the minimal structure we need, and the associated restricted groups 
(see also [de]). 
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I thank Roger Howe for several useful conversations. I also thank 
Robert Boyer for pointing out references [Bo2, VK, Nes], and, of course. 
G. I. Ol’shanskii for several informative remarks. 
Notation. Throughout the paper we will abbreviate “T is a strong 
operator continuous unitary representation of the topological group G” to 
“T is a representation of G.” The representation space for Twill be denoted 
by H(T), the space of invariant vectors by H(T)“. For a classical pair 
(G(k), K(k)), k is always the rank of the symmetric space. 
2. GLOBAL THEORY OF SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
For the sake of clarity, we begin with the following 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let K be a subgroup of the topological group G. We 
say that T is a spherical representation for (G, K) if (i) T is a separable 
representation for G and (ii) H(T), the representation space, is the smallest 
closed G-invariant subspace containing H(T)“. 
The purpose of this section is to show that the theory of spherical 
representations for the classical pairs (G( m ), K( ;c )) is as well behaved as 
in the finite case. The key fact is that for any irreducible representation T 
of G(n), dim H( T)A(“) d 1, which is independent of n. 
If K( co) = U( 03 ), SO( x ), U( c;c ). or Sp( XI), we will let K( cc8 ),,, denote 
the subgroup (isomorphic to K(m)) which fixes the first m basis elements. 
If K( cz- ) is a product, we let K( z’)),,, denote the corresponding product 
subgroup. Following Ol’shanskii [OZ] we will use the 
(2.2) THEOREM/DEFINITION. A representation T oj‘ K( cc ) is tame [j’ either 
of the ,follo\r>ing equivulent conditions is satisfied: (i) T is strongly continuous 
,for K( co) in the operator norm topolog)! or (ii) U,,) H( T)K” ‘,,I is dense in 
ff( 7’). 
Let G(m) have the inductive limit topology. In analogy with 
Harish-Chandra’s approach to noncompact (finite rank) semisimple 
groups, Ol’Shanskii introduced the following category of representations 
(2.3) DEFINITION. A representation T of G( x8) is admissible for 
(G( m ), K( zo)) if T restricted to K( cc ) is tame. 
A long range goal is to describe all separable admissible representations 
(at present it is not even known if all admissible representations are type 
I-but see [04].) An important first step is to understand the subclass of 
spherical representations. This is so because a theorem of Kirillov ((2.2) 
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above) implies that if T is admissible, then for some KV TI ,6( ,. ,“,. K, x )mI will 
contain a spherical summand (here (G( x ),,,, K( x ),,,) 2 (G( x ), K( x )))- 
see Section 7. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. !f‘ T is a spherical representation ,fi)r the classical 
s~wmetric pair (G( x ), K( ‘K )), then 
(i) T is type I, 
(ii) T is irreducible g dim H( T)K’ J ’ = 1, and 
(iii) T can be written uniquely as a direct integral of irreducible spheri- 
cal representations. 
The proof involves a slight modification of the arguments in Section 3 of 
[0 1 1. We will present a brief outline. 
The first observation is that T is an admissible representation. This 
follows easily from the algebraic criterion (ii) of (2.2), for the subspace 
H( T)h’ x I,, is G(n)-invariant, so that the closure of the span of these 
subspaces (as n varies) must equal H(T). 
Now let I’,, denote the Haar measure for K(n) with mass = 1. The second 
observation is that the convolution algebra v,, * ..&‘(G(n)) * I’,, of K(n)- 
biinvariant finite measures is abelian. To prove this it suffices to check the 
left regular representation (for this is faithful), hence it suffices to check 
z(v,, * //[(G(n)) * v,~) is abelian, for each irreducible representation of G(n). 
But x(1$,,) is the projection onto the one-dimensional subspace Hi”“, so 
this is. obvious (note if we replace .z? by C,, we have the usual com- 
mutative algebra of biinvariant functions). 
The third obs&vation is that T(v,,), the projection onto H( T)K”‘I, con- 
verges strongly to the projection P for H( T)K’ x ) (because T( \I,!) 3 T( \I,, + , )). 
In particular PE &, the von Neumann algebra generated by T. 
It follows from observations two and three that P%P is abelian. Because 
PH( T) generates the representation space, the induction I?%/’ + P%?‘P is an 
isomorphism. Considered as operators on PH( T), P#‘P is the commutant 
of P’UP. This immediately implies (i) and (ii). 
Part (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) by decomposing ‘// as a direct integral 
relative to +!! n //I’. This proves (2.4). 1 
The natural question “how does one classify the irreducible spherical 
representations?” is perhaps premature at this point, for there is more 
structure. Although heuristically the tame representation theory of K(G) is 
analogous to that for a compact group, there is an important difference: all 
nontrivial tame irreducible representations are infinite dimensional. It 
follows that if 71 and 7 are tame representations, then 
H(~@Y/)~“‘=H(~c)~“‘@H(~/)“‘! 
A corollary of this fact is the following 
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In analogy with the theory of representations for compact simple groups, 
we will refer to this unique summand as the Cartan product of T, and Tz. 
This is clearly an associative operation on the space of irreducible spherical 
representations. Hence this space is a semigroup with identity. We will 
amplify this in (3.1 ) and (3.3) below. We will also use the following 
(2.6) DEFINITION. An irreducible spherical representation which is not 
equivalent to a Cartan product of noncharacters will be called fundamental. 
The basic problem of this theory is to find generators for our semigroup 
which complement the characters. 
At this point we should reassure the reader that there do exist many 
examples of interesting spherical representations. As in finite dimensions 
many (but perhaps not all) arise in the process of decomposing L’ 
representations. Most surprising is that the spin and metaplectic represen- 
tations have the property that when they are tensored with their duals, they 
become irreducible spherical representations. 
(2.7) EXAMPLES. (1 ) The universal noncompact case is (GL( zc., R). 
0(8~)) (see (3.5) below). Work of Nessonov yields a classification in this 
case, as we will point out in Section 5 (he considers the complex case in 
[Nes]). We will describe his result from our present viewpoint. 
Fix ti E R. Let 1’ denote the standard Gaussian probability on R ’ . i.e.. 
L,(r) = n; (2x) ‘,Zt, :’ 2 c/t,. This measure is quasi-invariant relative to 
the linear action of GL( K, R) on R ’ . This gives rise to a representation rch 
of the pair (GL( X, R), O( cc. )) on L’( R ’ , ~1): 
(2.8 1 
This representation splits into two irreducible pieces: a spherical part 
consisting of even functions, rcf’, and its complement. The even part can 
alternatively be viewed as L2( lP(UV )), relative to the unique orthogonally 
invariant measure on projective space. 
Nessonov’s work implies that every irreducible spherical representation 
for (GL( cc, R), O(a)) is a Cartan product of a character, det(g)“j, and a 
finite number of the rcf2. If we tensor 71, with itself, then this representation 
extends to a representation it, for (GL(a, C), U(m))-ii. is just the 
representation on L’(@‘, F) defined by (2.8) for GL( X, C), where i; is 
the standard Gaussian on (1 ‘. In [Nes] it is shown that the iii are 
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fundamental and that every irreducible spherical representation for 
(GL( x;, C), U( w )) is a Cartan product of a character and a finite number 
of the ii:. (To retate the ii, to Nessonov’s representations~ we must com- 
pute the spherical function of Ti, in a special case. Let X = exp(r) E R ’ . 
Then 
II,(i)=(l,rc,(diag(i,, 1, I . . . . )I) 
=(2/. ‘“)‘:‘((i: ‘+i)+iti(i l-i)) I’. (2.9) 
The square of this, the spherical function for Z,, is the function,l’(t) in (4.6) 
of [Nes] whenp=2, C=(K), P=K.) 
(2) Other natural representations. Suppose (G( X, ), K(x )) is one of 
the pairs (U(~X,), U(~X)X U(X)), S0(4~)), cl(Z~)), or (Sp(sc), U(x))). 
The space G( CX)/K( xj) is a manifold modeled on x x r, finite rank 
matrices (satisfying a symmetry condition). It turns out that the transition 
functions (linear fractional transformations) extend continuously to the 
real dual consisting of all x x ;f- matrices (satifying the same symmetry 
condition). Thus there is a group action on a thickened manifold 
G(Y,)x(G(~)IK(x))*-~(G(Y,)~K(~))*. (2. IO) 
If pg’ is the unique invariant probability on Gfn)lK(n) then ill0 = iim,, 1~:;” 
exists and equals the uniqur invariant probability on f G( z )1X( .X ))*. More 
generally there exists a family of disjoint invariant measure classes [ifi] for 
the action (2.10) which are admissible; i.e., the natural representation 
G(~x. ) x L’(,H,) -+ L’(/l,) is admissible. The constant function 1 is always 
K( CC)-invariant, and it is generically G( x)-cyclic. Thus by (2.4), L’(l),) 
generically decomposes as a direct integral of irreducible spherical 
representations [PI ]. The explicit decompositions are not known. 
(3) Special representations. First consider the restricted unitary 
group U,,, defined in the Introduction (and recall that we are considering 
the identity component of the restricted group I/,,, considered in [PSI). 
This group has a special irreducible projective representation on the space 
A, = A(H+ + A )(), the zero charge subspace of the completed alternating 
algebra (see Chapter 10 of [PSI). Relative to the isotropy subgroup 
UH+ 1 x U(H 1. 
n,,=~n~~(H+)xn~(H )* (2.1 1 ) 
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(see Chapter 10 of [ PS] or Sections 6 and 7 of [ Pl I). A theorem of 
Kirillov implies that each p, q summand is irreducible for the isotropy 
group [K]. Thus both (2.11) and (2.12) are dual pair decompositions. If 
g=(;;)~i&, withcu ‘=:&(H,, 
lEA”(H+)@A’fH ) - 
H ), then one can compute that for 
g. (I* 0 1) = c /i”(r) @ /t”(z)*, 
P. 1, 
where 
A”(,) E L2(A”H+, A”H ) ‘t A”H*, @ A”H 
This implies that 1* @ 1 is U(~XN))-cyclic, in addition to generating the 
unique U( cc) x U( m)-invariant direction. Thus A,T @ A, is an irreducible 
spherical representation for ( U(~X’)), U( cc ) x U( c;c )). 
Precisely the same argument shows that the (even part of the) spin 
representation tensored with its dual defines an irreducible spherical 
representation for (S0(4a)), U(2~1)) (restricted to the isotropy subgroup, 
spin =C;’ A”). In the same way the metaplectic representation tensored 
with its dual defines an irreducible spherical representation for 
(Sp( x, R), U( nc; )) (restricted to the isotropy subgroup metaplectic = 
Cd Sk). 
Each of these representations is fundamental. This will be clear after the 
next section, for the spherical function is g-+detla(g)l*’ in the compact 
and noncompact case, respectively. 
(4) Voiculescu produced a list of irreducible spherical representations 
for (U(m) x U(cc), U(x)) in [V]. R. Boyer proved the list was complete 
in [BOG]. Realizations of these representations are described in [VK]. 
3. SPHERICAL FUWTIONS 
Let .V(g, respectively) denote the set of K( m))-biinvariant positive 
definite functions 4 on G(m) satisfying & 1) = 1 (0 < d( 1) 6 1, respectively). 
The set .Y is in bijection with equivalence classes of pairs (T, 5) where T 
is a spherical representation, l E H( T)“( T ), ItI = 1, and < is G( ~1 )-cyclic; 
the relation is d(g) = (E, T(g)t). The sets Y and ,? are convex; the 
extreme points of g are zero together with the extreme points of 9, and 
the extreme points of .Y correspond with the equivalence classes of 
irreducible spherical representations. 
Voiculescu in [V] (via an observation of Ol’shanskii) observed that 
there is a simple characterization of the irreducible 4~ 9, in the special 
case (U( ly, ) x U( x ), U( sx )). In this case a K( 1~1 )-biinvariant function can 
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be viewed as a symmetric function of the eigenvalues I., , jb2, . of 
g E U( ‘K ) 5 G( x )jK( x8 ); the 4 E ,Y’ which are irreducible are precisely those 
which are of the form q5 = JJ ( p(i.,). This is true in general, where the i, 
are interpreted as radial variables for G( x )lK( 8~ ) (3. I ). 
Let g(n)= k(n)@p(n) denote the Cartan decomposition for the Lie 
algebra of G(n). We can choose maximal abelian subspaces a(n)cp(n) 
which are compatible with the inclusions G(n) + G(n + 1). Specific choices 
of a(n) in the compact type cases have been made in the Appendix; choices 
of a(n) i@e dual noncompact cases are obtained simply by multiplying 
by i=\/ ~ 1. The Weyl group $5-(n) is the normalizer of a(n) in K(n) 
modulo the centralizer of a(n) in K(n) (this group is the same for the 
symmetric pair and its dual). The reason we have introduced the Weyl 
group is simply this: because of the Cartan decomposition. 
G(;-c)=K(x.)exp(a(x))K(~~), 
where A ( XI ) n K( x ) acts by translation (of course, A ( rc ) n K( nj ) is trivial 
in the noncompact type cases). 
The group A(n)=exp(a(n)) is isomorphic to ny R+ and n; U in the 
noncompact and compact cases, respectively. We need to make these 
isomorphisms explicit. For this purpose we observe that there is a copy of 
the group n (#x ) of finite permutations of ,1‘, the natural numbers, in 
511’(I~). When K(Y,)=~(IY~). U(K), or Sp(a), cr~n(ccl) permutes the 
distinguished basis: when K( cc’) = SU( m), 0 permutes 2-planes; and if 
K(rx: ) is formed from a product, (T -+ ((T, 0) (see the Appendix for details). 
Now suppose we pick a basis (H,) for a(l)&p( 1 ). Our permutations 
then generate a special basis (H,, . . . . H,,) for a(n). We have 
A(n)%A(l)xA(l)x “’ x/l(l). 
To fix the ideas, consider (I/;( M,, r; ), U( ;c ) x U( c/, )) (this is dual to the 
complex Grassmannian pair we discussed in the introduction). Let 
H=H+@H . where Hi is a complex Hilbert space with Hermitian form 
( . ) i and orthonormal bases (c,: +,j= 1, 2, i, respectively. The U(n. n) 
consists of all (bounded) operators on H preserving the indefinite form 
t.)+-<?> and fixing E, for 1.j > n. In this case we take 
a(n)=iW-spanjH,=cT@i: ,+[:*,@K,: I <,j<n] 
The action of permutations is the obvious one. 
Returning to the general case, for any subset {H,, , ._. ) of cardinality 11 
(finite or infinite), there is an associated embedding (G(n), K(n))+ 
(G(s), K(X)) such that a(n) is carried into the span of the subset (for 
n < X, this embedding is simply obtained by conjugating the canonical 
G(n) by a permutation taking (1. 2, __.. tz) to i j,, __., j,,); any permutation 
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leaving this subset invariant will leave the embedded copy of G(n) 
invariant). The crucial fact here is that if we take two disjoint subsets. the 
corresponding embedded G( )‘s will commute. 
Now suppose d E .Y. Because of the Cartan decomposition G( ‘X ) = 
K(z)A(x)K(s),wecanregarddasa ~~‘(rr.)~(K(cd)nA(cr_))-invariant 
function on A( x). In particular, if 3. E il( x ) corresponds to (j-, . i2. 1 E 
)(p A( 1 ), then d is a symmetric function of the R,. 
Retmrk. This result is very similar to De Finetti’s theorem: every per- 
mutation invariant ergodic probability on R ’ is of the form n; v(.u,). In 
fact for the rank = n < x case, tempered multiplicity free spherical functions 
correspond naturally to Weyl group invariant probabilities on a(n)* z R” 
(supported on a lattice in the compact case), and irreducibility corresponds 
precisely to ergodicity. Perhaps there is a tangible relation. 
Proof: Suppose d is irreducible. By splitting the basis (H,] = {H,: ,j 
even) LI{H,:.j odd; we obtain an embedding $, ~li/~:G(~r,)xG(r_)+ 
G@)). If g=(j.,,E., ,... )EA(c;c), then 11/,(g)=(l,j.,, l,i, ,... ), so that 
d(g) = d(til(s)) = d($d~)). Therefore, dl,,,,;, , ,, and ~4~~,(,~ I ,, are 
irreducible spherical functions. Therefore, 4(ti1(g, ) $Jg2)) = d($ ,(g,)) 
&+Jgz)). Iterating this shows d has the desired form. 
For the converse we need some preparation. Let p denote the set of 
d E .Y’ which are of the form 4 = n p(E.,). For each n we can view fi as a 
subset of Y’(n), which in turn is contained in the unit sphere of L’ (G(n)). 
Let t,, denote the weak*-topology for L’ (G(n)) (as the dual of L’(G(n))). 
There are two alternate descriptions of the induced s,,-topology on 11: 
(i) the induced T,,-topology is equivalent to the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact sets (here the fact that p( I ) = 1 is critical; see 
Section 13.5 of [D] ); (ii) by integrating in polar coordinates (Section 2, 
Chapter 1 of [HI), the T,,-topology is the same as the weak topology 
generated by the $6 ‘( n)-invariant functions which are integrable relative to 
a Y&‘(n)-invariant weight function d(n) on A(n). 
Because of (i) it is clear that on p the induced T,, topologies are 
equal. In other words, the map p, + [I,,: p(A) + d,, = n; p(i.,) is a 
homeomorphism (where writing “/1,” indicates we are viewing fl c 9(j)). 
We claim this map extends to a homeomorphism of the r,-closures. For 
this it suffices simply to show there is a continuous extension, since B, is 
z,-compact. If dk = n; pk(/l,) E p and pA + p E E, then pk(i) + p(j.) 
weakly relative to L’(A( 1))’ (‘I 3 n;l pA(i,) + JJ;l p(i,) weakly relative to 
the span of functions of the form n;,f;(;,) j ny pk(A,) + fly p(i.,) weakly 
relative to L’(A(n))” “‘x X ’ (I) (because the pr are uniformly bounded) 
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+8(n) n; p,(E,,) + 6(n) n;, p(;.,) weakly relative to f.‘(A(n))” “‘I. Since 
n;l p,(j.,) does have a ‘subsequence with a r,,-limit /1,1, it follows that 
n; p(i.,) is in b,,. This proves our claim. Thus /? has an unambiguous 
meaning (at this point we should remark that we can have OE fl, e.g.. for 
(U( X’ ) x CI( z ), L’( x ))( I - u)/( 1 - LIZ) E /I, for 0 d (I< I and this tends to 
zero as II + I ; it is an interesting question whether fl= /I Ll (0) ). 
We have seen that the set of extreme points of .Y is contained in /j. To 
prove equality we will define an aftine map of ,‘/’ into the unit ball , N,(F) 
of C(p)* which sends /I to Dirac measures. i.e., extreme points of //,(/I ). 
This will then imply that /I must be contained in the extreme points of .i/‘. 
We first note that there is a linear map,/‘: lJ,,.N(G(n)) + Functions(P): 
v + f;, where,f;,(d) = { 4 dr. Let Y denote the vector space generated by the 
constants and the functions ,f; which have continuous extensions to /j. 
(3.2) LEMMA. py is rlmsr it7 C’(B) 
Proof: We will use the StoneeWeierstrass theorem. Thus we must check 
that V is a self-conjugate algebra which separates points. 
Self-conjugacy follows from ,f\. =.f’,.. Because fi= r,,, for each tr, for 
any \‘E L’(G(n)) zC /(G(n)), .f;. E V. Thus V separates points. Suppose 
V. /l~.&‘(G(n)) and r, PE V. Let t?(n) denote the embedded copy of G(u) 
corresponding to the set {H,,+ , , . . . . Hz,,) (so G(n) is obtained from G(n) by 
conjugation by an element C-J E H ‘( Y;)). Let S denote the measure on c(n) 
corresponding to 1’ on G(n) via cr. We then have j 4 A’ = { C$ rii; for all C$ E /I’ 
(by a-invariance of 4; for our purposes the ambiguity in the choice of (T is 
now irrelevant). Therefore, 
because G(n) and c(n) commute. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. g 
We now want to define a map (1): Y’-+ C(p)*: 4 --$ (!I+ by the formula 
(!I~(.#;, + 1.) = s 4 hl + c for .I;. + CE V, c = constant. To check that o is well- 
defined and that its image is contained in the unit ball, it suffices to verify 
that 
Iw,(f,, + 1.11 G sup 1.1; + (.I. 
By (2.4) we know that we can write the cyclic spherical representation 
(T, 5) corresponding to C$ as a direct integral of irreducible spherical 
representations. 
i-= / .Y T,, 43~). 
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where ,ii is a regular probability measure on the standard Bore1 space X. 
This implies we have the pointwise equality 
g E G( CL ). 
It is easily checked that the map X-t fi : /I + b,, is Borel. Hence 
where d,, = n p(1.,) and ,U is the push-forward of jL Therefore, 
Iw$$(.L + c)l = Ji‘ d,,(R) MP) u’v(,r) + c 
= 
d sup If; + (‘1. 
Thus we have a well-defined map c?): Y + M1(fl), the unit ball of C(p)*. 
It is easy to check that w is affine and that PE fi is mapped to the delta 
function at p, which is an extreme point of I 62,. It follows that the points 
in fl are extreme points for 9’. This concludes the proof of (3.1). 1 
In the remainder of the paper we will continue to denote the set of 
irreducible spherical functions by fl= J(G( c/, ), K( ZLJ)). We equip /? with the 
topology of compact convergence on G( ;r, ). (In the course of proving (3.1) 
we observed that essentially all the natural induced topologies on fi coin- 
cide with this one.) Ordinary multiplication of functions on p is continuous 
and clearly corresponds to the Cartan product operation of the previous 
section. Thus we have 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. fi(G(x),K(rx)) is u topological semigroup with 
identity. 
An important consequence of (3.1) is that the different spaces p can be 
related via restriction maps. For example, consider the natural inclusion 
(GL(m, R), O(a)) + (GL(z, C), U(x)). This mapping restricts to an 
isomorphism of the respective radial subgroups A (a). Thus restriction 
of irreducible spherical functions (or representations) defines a natural 
injective morphism of semigroups with identity 
P(GUx, 0, U~X:))+P(G-U~. W, Wa)). 
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It turns out that for every noncompact type pair (G( cx: ), K( x )) there is 
an analogous injection b(G( rrc. ), K( 1%)) -+ b(GL(n, R), 0( ~1)). We will now 
list the dual relations for pairs of compact type, using the realizations of 
these pairs and the choices of radial subgroups singled out in the Appendix 
(for (U(2m), (/(x)x U@)) we take a(cx;)=a’“(mx)). 
(i) The map 
(this is dual to our noncompact example (3.4)). 
(ii) The map (U(a)xU(crj), U(n;))-t(U(2~),Sp(nj)): (‘I(,)+ 
(” a) and the natural inclusions of (U( CG) x U( K])), U( CC)) into (SO(2m) x 
SO(2a), SO(2rr,)) and (Sp(cr~) x Sp( r,), Sp( CC )) all restrict to isomor- 
phisms of radial subgroups, so we have 
etc. Combined with (i) this yields three more injections into /?( U( x), 
WE )I. 
(iii) The natural maps SO(x)-+ U(Z)-S~(Z)~/I(S~(~Z~)), 
sgd)y Sp(m)) + B(U2~)3 ua,) x We)) + B(W2c*i~ S(O(~) x 
(iv) The map U(cr-)-+SO(2c;o)*fi(SO(2~~)),S(O(x.)xO(~)))+ 
P(U=h O(=)). 
(v) The maps Sp(m) + U(2rx) + /I(U(2y;,), U(cl~)xU(cri)) + 
B(sP(‘= 1, U( m )I. 
(vi) To define a map (U(~KJ), U(c*;)x U(~X))-+(SO(~X~), 11(2x)), 
recall that the first pair is defined relative to a splitting of H= H, @H 
and complex orthonormal bases {E,; +J = 1, 2, . . . } for H, and H , respec- 
tively. On the other hand, the second pair is defined relative to a choice of 
complex structure J for the underlying real Hilbert space H, and a chaise 
of complex orthonormal basis for (H,, J). We choose J(E,) = sign(j) ic, and 
the basis CC,}. It is then clear that we have a mapping of pairs, and it is 
easily checked that the radial subalgebra a(“(%) (of the Appendix) for 
( U(~Z)), U(m) x U( cc)) is mapped bijectively to the radial subalgebra for 
(SO(4x), U(2m)). Hence we have an injection 
B(SO(4m ), U(2a )) + /3( U(2’X ), U( rj ) x U( ,x1 )). 
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(vii) To define a map ( U( cc ), O( rc )) --$ (Sp( CC ), U( CC )), recall that 
We then inject 
This defines a mapping of pairs that identifies the respective radial sub- 
groups. Thus 
/QSp(m), U(Y;))+[~(U(a), O(x)). 
This proves the following 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. For each puir (G( ‘CC, ) K( 7~’ )) of’ compact type, there 
is an inclusion (I/( ZL ), U( cx, )) + (G( ‘r; ), K( rx )) lc~hich maps the radiul suh- 
group {diag(i,): A, E T) ,fbr (U(a), O( x )) onto u radiial .suhgroup ,for 
(G( uz ), K( z )). Hence there is an induced injectire morphism of topologicul 
semigroups bixith identit?, 
For noncompact type puirs \ve have the sume result \l.ith (GL( CC. R), 0( CY_ )) 
in pluce of ( I/( #x ), O( x )). 
4. ANALYTICITY OF SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we will prove that irreducible spherical functions arc 
analytic. In finite dimensions analyticity follows from the fact that the 
irreducible spherical functions are eigenfunctions for the Laplacian. In our 
infinite dimensional setting it does turn out that there is a natural analogue 
of a Laplacian, but the relationship between spherical functions (in the 
sense of this paper) and eigenfunctions is unclear as of this writing. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. I” qb is un irreducible spherical jiinction ,fot 
(G( x ), K( cc )), then C$ is anal-ytic on each G(n). 
By (3.5) it suffices to establish this for (GL( x, R), 0( r’)) and 
(Ubo)> W=)). 
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(4.2) LEMMA. If’ 4 is cm irreducible spherical ,finction ,fbr 
(GL(nj, Iw), W=)) ((C’(rx.1, Wxc)), respectitel>,), then c$’ estends unique/.v 
to an irreducible .sphericul ,function ,for (GL( #x, CI ). U( x )) (I/( ^x’ ) x 
U( cc ), U( cc ) ), respecticelJ9). 
Proof. First consider the noncompact case. We have maps of pairs 
(GL(s, R),O(Y;))+(GL((~,@), U(c/))+(GL(2r, R),O(2s)) (4.3) 
with composition g + (,’ y). If C$ is an irreducible spherical function for 
(Gl,(a, RI, 0(x,)), then d(g) = n; At,), where spectrum (1~1) = it,) a\ 
in (3.1). Let Q, denote the spherical function for (G(2’%, [w), O(2cc)) in 
(4.3) corresponding to p. Then @j((” ,q)) = d(g)’ for g E GL(=c, Iw). This 
proves (4.2) in the noncompact case. 
In the compact case we use (U(Y-), O(a))~(U(ir,)x U(E), U(K))- 
(Z/(23,), 0(2~)), where the first map is x + (” L’) and the second 
It follows from (4.2) that the irreducible spherical functions for 
(GL( ‘x, 1w), 0( v; )) are precisely the square roots of the irreducible spheri- 
cal functions for (GL( #z, C), U( GC)), since in (1) of (2.7) we showed that 
these square roots are positive definite. Thus the Nessonov classification 
easily implies (4. I ). 
In the compact case this line of reasoning does not so easily lead to a 
complete classification for (U( XJ), 0( ST)). However, it is known that for 
any factorization of an analytic positive definite function on T or [w, the 
factors arc ncccssarily analytic (Thcorcm (2.3.1 ) of [RI). Now analyticity 
is easy to establish for (U( z ) x U( K ), U(m)) (Lemma 4 of [VI). Thus 
this, together with (4.2), implies (4.1) in the compact case. This fact about 
factorizations was pointed out to me by Ol’shanskii, to whom 1 am 
grateful. 
5. REPRESENTATIONS FOR RESTRICTED GROUPS 
If K( cT,) = 0( cc ), li( X: ), or Sp( xj), let K= O(H), U(H), or Sp(H), 
where H denotes a real, complex, or quaternionic Hilbert space, respec- 
tively. We use the same notational scheme for products. Similarly if 
G( cc ) = GL( nj, R), let G = GL(H), etc. 
Now suppose (G( CXJ), K( XJ)) is a classical infinite symmetric pair. For 
p = 0 or p > 1 we can define a (connected) restricted group G,,, analoguous 
to the restricted unitary group U,,,, which we defined in the introduction 
(U,,I, corresponds of course to the pair (c/(2x), CJ( ~1) x U( “c))). As a 
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group Gcp, is the identity component of those g E G such that gg ’ - I is 
in the Schatten p-class, where r is the Cartan involution; more explicit 
descriptions can be found in the Appendix. If g( #X )= k( 03 ) @ p( al ) is the 
Cartan decomposition, then the Lie algebra of G,,,, is 
g,,,,=kOp,,w 
where k is the Lie algebra of K (equipped with the operator norm topol- 
ogy) and p(,,, is the completion of p( r; ) in the Schatten p-norm (if p = 0, 
then p(,,, consists of finite ,rank operators with the inductive limit topol- 
ogy). Because of the commutation relations of the Cartan decomposition, 
the fact the Schatten classes are ideals, and the estimate lABI,, < IAl,, IBl,, 
it is easily checked that g,,,, is a Banach Lie algebra, where the norm is 
simply the sum of the norms on k and p(,,). 
Let G(m) denote the closure of G( ~8) in G,,,,; it is equal to the intersec- 
tion of G,,, with operators of the form 1 + compact. Both G,,], and G(x) 
act transitively (and smoothly) on the p-norm completion G,,,,/Kz 
m/K(x) of G( xa)/K( w ). In particular, there is a smooth exact 
sequence 
I -G(m)+G,,,+K/K(~~)+ 1, 
where the quotient is a product of identity components of orthogonal, 
unitary, or symplectic groups of units for various Calkin algebras. 
Because the p-norm on pep, is K-invariant, the quotient G,,,/K can be 
equipped with an invariant Finsler structure. The group G,,, is the group 
of rigid motions for this space. 
For example, in the minimal (in the sense of (3.5)) noncompact case 
(GL(=, R), O(X)), we have the real Hilbert space H, 
G(,, = (g E GL( H): gg’ = I + p-class) 
G,,,/K z Pos( H),, = (A E GL( H): A > 0, A = 1 + p-class 1 
K/K(m)= O(UH)IL(H), lo. 
The basic result which bridges the gap between the earlier parts of this 
paper and the theory of restricted groups is the following 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. (a) Every unitary representation of K/K(cc ) on a 
separable Hilbert space is a multiple of the trivial representation. 
(b) Let IZ be a separable unitary representation of K(a). Then there 
exists a unique extension CI~‘~C to a unitary representation of K. 
(c) Let n he a separable unitar)’ representation of’G(x). Then there 
exists a unique e.uten.sion of’ rc to a unitary, representation of‘ G(,,,. 
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In particular for p =O, (5.1) says that the class of separable admissible 
representations for (G( ccl), K( cx. )) (studied by Ol’shanskii in [02]) is 
identical to the class of separable representations for the corresponding 
restricted group G,,,). 
This proposition is proven in [ P2] for the case ( U( 2% ), U( M, ) x U( cx )) 
using spectral theory. It is easy to generalize the argument there to the 
present context. However there is a better argument, which I will sketch. 
To prove (a) and (b) it suffices to show that (K, T,) and (K, T,,) have the 
same separable representations, where t, and r,, are the strong and uniform 
norm topologies, respectively. This is because Krillov’s result (2.2) shows 
that (K(x), t,,) and (K, r,) have the same representations. The key fact is 
that the continuous map (K, r,,) + (K, rI) actually induces an isomorphism 
of Bore1 structures. This is so because the ball (go k’: lg - II T < c) in 
(K, T,,) is a G,, in (K, T,), 
(lg- 11 1 <&) = n {g: ig(.u,)-.u,l <C/T,1 1. 
where (x,) is any countable dense set in the underlying Hilbert space. Now 
(K, r,) is a Polish group, and so the argument is concluded by the follow- 
ing result of Banach: any Bore1 homomorphism from one Polish group to 
another is actually continuous (see [MO]). 
Part (c) follows for one can view 
and both (K, r,) and (K, T,,) act continuously on G( x ). 1 
6. CONTINUITY OF SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we will show that under appropriate conditions the degree 
of continuity of a spherical representation is sharply constrained. In one 
direction this is exemplified by a result of Voiculescu (combined with 
(5.1)): if T is a spherical representation for (U( x ) x U( rc ), U( CD)), then 7 
extends uniquely to a spherical representation for ((U x U),, ), U(H)) 
(where (Ux U)(,,= {(g,, gZ)E U(H)x U(H): g,g? ‘= 1 +trace class} is 
the restricted group). In this case one cannot in general improve on this; 
for example, the character (g, g2) + det(g, g; ‘) cannot be extended 
beyond (Ux U),,,. 
In this direction our main result is that spherical representations with 
real spherical function always extend to Gtz,. This is true of all spherical 
representations for pairs with G( 1 )/K( 1) irreducible. I conjecture that 
in the general case it should be possible to find fundamental generators 
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complementing the characters that do extend to G,,,. We will illustrate this 
below. 
In the other direction we will show that spherical representations for 
(Cc,,, K), q > 2, are always trivial. The key result is (6.7). 
In order to illustrate some of the ideas in this section, we first want to 
observe that Voiculescu’s continuity result holds in the dual case of 
(GL(co, C), U(x)), considered in [Nes] (in particular, the statement of 
Theorem (4.6) in [Nes] is not correct). 
Recall that in (2.7) we observed that every irreducible spherical represen- 
tation of (GL( cc, C), U( x )) is a Cartan product of a character, (det] g] )I”, 
and a finite number of the representations ii,. The characters are clearly 
continuous for G,,) (for g E G,, ), g*g = 1 + trace class). We claim that ii, is 
continuous for G,z,. It suffices to show that the spherical function is 
continuous. This is given by 
where p is the RadonNikodym derivative. It suffices to consider the case 
K = 0. For if g, + 1 in G(,, and we already know that J p(g,)” tir + 1, then 
p(g,)+ 1 in measure, and hence because ]p(g,)“+‘““*] = ]p(g,)“‘], by 
dominated convergence, i p( g,) (’ + Ih)” dzl+ I, Now for K = 0 the spherical 
function is real, hence by (6.10) below it is continuous for Go,. This can 
also be checked directly: for g E GL( x, C), if { I + r),) = spectrum( I gl ), then 
by (2.9) and (3.1), 
The right-hand side will tend to 1 as g -+ 1 in G,,,. 
It now follows that every spherical representation for (GL(a, C), U( rx)) 
automatically extends to a continuous spherical representation for Cc,) (the 
statement of Theorem (4.6) of [Nes] should hence read that 71 always 
extends to Cc,, and extends to Cc,, if and only if fi = z:,” K,). 
We now want to take up the question of G,,, continuity in general. Let 
H be a separable complex Hilbert space. We let P(H) denote projective 
space, H\,jO} +P(H):x + P(u) the projection from a vector to the 
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complex line generated by X. We equip P(H) with (a multiple of) the 
FubiniiStudy metric (P(H) is then a rank-one Hermitian symmetric 
space). If t, q E H, Ill = Iv/ = 1, then the Riemannian distance between P( <) 
and P(q) is 
dist,(P(<),P(q))=arccos/([, ?I)/. (6.1 1 
Note that if C$J is a spherical function for (G, K) corresponding to the pair 
(T, 0. then (6.1) says that 
dist.(P(T(g)ir), P(5)) = arccosld(g)l. (6.2 ) 
Now suppose (G( cc), K( XB)) is a symmetric pair. In what follows it is 
important that we consider irreducible symmetric pairs (GO(n), K”(n)). 
Thus instead of (GL(n, R), O(n, R)), we want to consider (SL(n, R), 
SO(n, R)). We will use a superscript “0” to denote this. Thus we define 
G”(n) = [G(n), G(n)], K’(n) = [K(n), K(n)]. This will not cause problems 
for us because G”(m) will be dense in G(x) in the G(,, topology (this, of 
course, is not so for G,, )). If T is a representation of G( ~CX ), we let H( T, ) ’ 
denote the smooth vectors for G( x ), i.e., H( T, ) ’ = n,, H( T1 c;o,t) I. 
Now assume that T is a nontrivial spherical representation for 
(G( rx: ), K( CC )) and < is a unit vector satisfying (i) 5 E H( T)K’ ’ ‘, (ii) 4 is 
G(m)-cyclic, and (iii) i’ E H( T, )‘. Under these assumptions note that 
H( T, ) ’ is dense in H(T) and G( x8 )-invariant. 
Now let Y,, denote the smooth map 
‘v,,: G”(n)/K”(n)+P(H(T)): g+P(T(g)<). (6.3) 
Because G”(n)/KO(n) is irreducible and Y,, is G’(n)-equivariant, the 
pullback under Y,, of the Fubini--Study metric is proportional to the 
symmetric space Riemannian structure. The constant of proportionality is 
independent of n and nonzero (because T is nontrivial). Since we have not 
normalized the Gb)/K( K ) Riemannian structure, we can (temporarily) 
assume the constant is one. 
Some simple consequences of this are 
Y,, is an embedding. (6.4) 
It is clear that Y,, is a local embedding because the differential is isometric. 
In the compact type case local entails global. In the noncompact type case 
it is well known that the matrix coefficient (<, T(g)0 decays to 
(to, T(g) to) at infinity in G(n), where CO is the component of < in 
H( T)“““. Because of (6.2) this implies that Y,, is a global embedding. 
d%(y,,(R,), (y,,(i2))GdiNR1, iz) for all g,, R~~G”(n)lK”(n).(6.5) 
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The embedding G”(n)/K”(n) + G”‘/K is totally geodesic. Because polar 
coordinates for symmetric space is an essentially global system, it follows 
that the distance on the right-hand side of (6.5) can be interpreted as the 
geodesic distance for any of the spaces G”(N)/K”(N)-the common value 
equals the G,,,/K distance. This implies 
Y, extends by continuity to a contraction 
Y: G,2,/K+ P(H( 7’)). 
(6.6) 
The crucial step of this section is to show that Y is a global embedding. 
What we lack at this stage is partly local-we need to know that the metric 
dist, is locally uniformly equivalent to the original metric on G,,,iK; 
i.e., we need more than merely a weak differential for Y-and partly 
global-we need uniform estimates for the decay of matrix coefficients. 
(6.7). PROPOSITION. Suppose (G( w ), K( cx, )) is u classical symmetric 
pair. Fix an invariant Riemannian structure on G,,,JK. Let 4 he a nontrivial 
irreducible spherical ,function ,for (G( xl)), K( rc )) corresponding to the puir 
(T, 0. Then 
(i) there are positive constants c und 6, such that ,for ~111 g E G( r; ), 
cmin{dist(gK, lK),5,)6arccosl&g)/; 
(ii ) there is u constant C > 0 such that for all g E G( a: ), 
arc cos/&g)l < C dist( gK, 1 K). 
Remarks. (i) The constant C is simply the ratio of the Y,-pullback of 
the Fubini-Study metric to the fixed invariant Riemannian metric. 
(ii) The constants c and 6, are completely determined by the restric- 
tion of 4 to G(1). 
Prooj: Because d is irreducible we know that we can write 
4 = n; p(,?,), where i = (i.,) E A( zc ). By (4.1) p is analytic. Therefore, 
41 G‘(n) is analytic for all n 3 l E H( T, )I Thus we have already observed 
that there is an upper bound (by (6.6)). This proves (ii). 
The lower bound actually involves two estimates, one local and one 
global. We first consider the local problem. 
We will view p as a function on a(1) z R, so we will write p = p(t). We 
have 
p= Ip(t)l = 1 ~ Kt”+ 0(t2’+ ‘), t 4 0, (6.8 1 
where K > 0, for some I> 0. Also p is even and strictly decreasing in some 
interval [0, E]. 
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Now take 6 < 26, CC, where we will specify 6,) shortly. The minimum 
value of arc cosl#( g)1 over the sphere of radius (5 in G(n)/K(n) (centered at 
the base point) equals the arccos of the maximum of ny p( t,) subject to the 
constraint 2; f: = 6’, t, 3 0. By taking the log and differentiating, we see 
that at a critical point we have 
,,‘(t,)= ct 
l’(f,) ’ 
for all J 
for some constant C. Using (6.8) we see that the function p’/(tp) will be 
strictly monotone in some interval [0, 26,,] with 26,, <c. Thus (with 
6 < 26,)) the critical points are of the form (S/d’%, . . . . (5;!Jk. 0. 0, . ..) where 
k terms are not zero. 
Letting n vary we now see that the maximum of 141 over a sphere of 
radius 6 is the supremum of the numbers p(s/J%)‘, k = 1, 2, . . . The 
function t + p(S/t)’ is decreasing because p(fi/t) is increasing up to one. 
Thus the maximum is p(6). For emphasis we state this as a 
(6.9) LEMMA. For 6 < 26,,, 
sup{ Id(g g~G(cci), dist(gK, lK)=6{ 
=supjl&g)I: g~C(l),dist(gK, lK)=ii~. 
Now we can choose c such that (6.7) is valid for all R E G( I). The lemma 
clearly implies the lower bound is valid for all K E G(a) provided that 
dist( gK, 1K) d 26,,. 
Now assume C,y ty > 26, with f, 3 t2 3 ... 3 0. If t, > 6,,, then 
Otherwise, we can find k 3 0 such that C: t, < 26, and CT + ’ t, > 26,,. Then 
for either s=Ct t, or s= tx+ ,, we have ?i,,<.s< 2~3,~. By (6.9) 
In either case we see the lower bound is valid for all I: E G( CC) simply 
because it is valid for G( 1). 1 
(6.10) COROLLARY (of (5.1) and (6.7)). Under the sumc’ ussumptions US 
in (6.7) MT /ZULV 
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(i) If T extends to N representation of’f’,,,, q > 2, then T is trivial, 
(ii) Jf the .spherical ,function ,fbr T is reul, thrn T extends uniquely to 
a representation jbr Gcz,, and this extension is .sphericul ,for (G(,,, K). 
We now want to extend these considerations to spherical representations 
which are not necessarily generated by smooth K(X)-invariant vectors. 
(6.1 1 ) PROPOSITION. Suppose (G( CC ), K( M; )) is a classica/ .vymmetric. 
pair. Let T he an arhitrar!? .spherical representation ,for (G( M, ), K( Y, )). Then 
(i) if T e.utends to a representation ?fGIC,,, q> 2, then T is a multiple 
of the tricial representation; 
(ii) if the spherical ,function ,fiw T is real, then T extends uniquely to 
a representation for G,, ,, and this Pxtension is spherical ,for (CC,), K). 
Proqj We can assume that T has a G( zc )-cyclic, K( cx)-invariant unit 
vector 4. Let q5 be the corresponding spherical function. We can decompose 
T as a direct integral of irreducible spherical representations by (2.4): 
T= [ T,, dv(p). 
‘\ 
This gives rise to a corresponding decomposition of 4: 
Note lqS,,l x = 1 for all p E X. If g,~ G( XI)), g, + I in G,,,, then by (6.10), 
d,>( gj) + 1 as j -+ CC. Hence dominated convergence implies q5( g,) + 1. This 
shows there is a continuous extension to G(M~)c G,,), and (5.1) does the 
rest. 
Now suppose C$ is nontrivial and actually extends continuously beyond 
Go, to G,,,, q > 2. We can assume C#I is real (otherwise, replace d by ~$4). 
For each p we can pick c and 6,, as in (6.7) for #(,; it is not hard to see 
that we can do this in a measurable way. Thus for all g E G( x ), 
O<c(p)min{dist(gK, lK), h(P)) d 1 -d,(g). 
This implies that 
i 0) min{dist(gK, 10 6,(p)} dv(p) < 1 -d(g). 
(6.12) 
x 
Now choose gj E G( CC) such that dist(g,K, 1 K) > 6 > 0 and g, -+ 1 in G,,, 
Then the right-hand side of (6.12) with g, in place of g tends to zero, while 
the left-hand side is positive. 1 
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7. REPRESENTATION OF G,,,, q>2 
Combining the results of the previous sections with a fundamental result 
of Kirillov, we can now describe all separable representations for G,,,,. 
y> 2. 
(7.1 ) PROPOSITION. Let K he u separable projectice representation ,for 
q > 2 (\rhere G,,,, 
;i&), K(m)) ‘, .f 
correspond.7 to (G( I, ), K( ~8)) as in Section 6). If 
1s o noncompact tl,pe, then 71 is a multiple of’ the identity. In 
the compact tl‘pe cuse, ?r e.xtends continuousl?~ to G in the .strong topology. 
The representations of G = O(H), U(H), or Sp( H) are completely under- 
stood -they are all ordinary discrete sums of irreducible summands of the 
tensor algebra of H, or H @ H* in the complex case. 
Proof: We can assume n is an ordinary representation by tensoring 
with its dual if necessary. By (5.1) we can work with G( r; ) E G,,,. 
Kirillov’s Lemma 3 of [K] implies that there is an t?z< % such that 
7r/ G( x ),,, contains spherical summands. These spherical subrepresentations 
are necessarily trivial for all G( xl),,, by (6.7). In the compact case by (2.2) 
we now conclude that 71, the representation of G(#x.) generated by 
IJ,,, H( ?I)~” L ‘l)f, is tame. This implies (7.1) in the compact case. The non- 
compact case follows by considering the “maximal compact subgroup” of 
G(JL:). I 
APPENDIX: THE CLASSICAL INFINITE SYMMETRIC PAIRSOF COMPACT TYPE 
I. Compact T\*pe Lie Groups 
(I) (U(s)xc’(a)), U(z)). Let {~,:j=1,2,...) be an orthonormal 
basis for the complex Hilbert space H. Then 
a(rc)=R-span{H,=(T,, -T,): T,=i~,@t::), 
G,,,=j(g,,g,)~U(H)xU(H):g,g, ‘=l+p-class), 
G,,JU(H)~U(H),,={~EU(H):~=~ +p-class;. 
I7( x8 ) -+ U( z ) permutes the H, E a( x ). 
The dual is (GL&, C), U(z)) with G,,,= (RE GL(H): gg* = 1 + 
p-class j.. 
(2) (SO(2z)x SO(2rc), S0(2~,)). Let H be a real Hilbert space 
with real orthonormal basis c,, C,, I:~, C,. Then 
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a(nc!)=R-span(H,=(T,, -T,): 7’,=2,@8,!-E,@a:), 
GCp) = i(&Tl? g2) E O(H) x ww: g, i-F* ’ E SWH), = ~wf),hl. 
g E Z7( co ) c SO(2cc ) acts by 0: a,, F, -+ co,,), C, ,,,, respectively. 
(3) (sp(~c)xsp(m), Sp(4). 
This is essentially the same as (1 ), with quaternions in place of complex 
scalars. 
II. Grassmann Man[folds 
(4) (U(~E), U(yc)x U(X)). Let {E,: i,j= 1, 2, . ..} be complex 
orthonormal bases for H, and H respectively, and set H = H + @ H 
There are two convenient choices of radial subalgebra: 
a”‘(x,)=R-spanjH,=i(a,@E*,+E ,@a:)], 
a’*‘(m)=R-span{H,=(c,@c*,-r: ~,@E;)}. 
The Weyl group is the same in both cases: Z7 (z ) zz %‘-( IX) E 
K(cc):cr-+(a, o-), where o-(a*,)=~:,, ,,,. 




(5) (SO(2m)), S(O(m) x O(m))). In the notation of (4), let C be the 
conjugation with Cf: +, = c *, (so Cit: +, = -k k ,). Then 
SO(2cc)= {go U(2~9): CgC=g and det g= 1 ), 
and we can take a( a ) = a”‘( c/, ), etc. 
(6) (Sp(2x ), Sp( z ) x Sp( co )). This is essentially the same as (4). 
(7) (Sp(zz), U(a)). In the notation of (4) and (5), 
sp(cx,)qgEu(2z): [K,( <‘)1-o} 
where T= CTC. Both a(‘)( z ) and a’*‘( 0; ) are convenient choices of radial 
subalgebra. Also 
(8) (SO(4nr:), U(2cc)). Let H, be a real Hilbert space with a dis- 
tinguished complex structure J. Let H = H + @ H be the complexification 
of’ H,, where J= ki on H,, respectively. Conjugation C: H + H relative 
to H, defines an isomorphism (H + , J) + (H , -J). Pick a complex 
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orthonormal basis {E,, F ,: j= 1. 2. .,.) for (H , . i) ( 2 (H,. J)) and set 
“, = CI:,, r= CTC. Then 
SO(4zG) z E U(H): dim ker(cl) E 2L 
We then set 
a(~x)=R-span{H,=/~,+/j,:fl,=c,@PPr: ,@tl,?,,j=1,2 ,... ). 
Then (T E n( ZK ) c W( z ) s U(2z ) is represented by (~‘~1 ,,,,,), where 
N(cJ)(E,) = L,,,) for I= -t 1. Finally, 
III. Otlll’rs 
’ (9) (U(~),o(z#)). Let j~,:,j=1,2 ,..., be an orthonormal basis for 
the complex Hilbert space H. Then 
a(cc:)=R-spanjH,=ic,@c:). 
Cc,,,= (go U(H): g’g= 1 +p-class). 
and a~Z7(x)sO(r;) acts by ~J(E,)=E,,,). 
(10) (U(2zc), Sp(x)). In the notation of (7), 
a( m ) = R-span 
i i 
H, = 
ic, @ E,* 
ic ,a~*, 
o~~l(r~.) z W(r~~)~_Sp(cr,) is represented by (u’0’ r,(n,), where u((T)(E,) = 
t: . C(l). 
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